Cluster: Global Environmental Change
Title of course: Environmental Chemistry
Course Number: CH 371U
Proposing Faculty
Cluster Coordinator: George Grathoff

Cluster Course to New Cluster
Other clusters this course is assigned to:

Non 'U' course proposed to Cluster Removal

UNST Committee-- PASS: Yes [ ] No [ ]
If no, reason: ________________________________

UCC Committee-- PASS: Yes [ ] No [ ]
If no, reason: ________________________________
Cluster Course Removal
Submit a separate form for each course to be removed.

Course Title: CH371U (Environmental Chemistry)
Cluster: Global Environmental Change

1. Explain reasons for removal. (100 words or fewer)

This course is rarely, if ever, taught now. A new course (Ch360 – Origins of Life on Earth) is being proposed for this cluster and will be taught in alternate years by a specific instructor (Dr. Lehman). Ch360 has a large amount of interdisciplinary content.

2. Attach copy of revised Cluster list.

Do sufficient courses remain for cluster viability?

Yes  No

Do remaining courses demonstrate sufficient interdisciplinary content?

Yes  No

COURSE APPROVED FOR CLUSTER REMOVAL BY

DEPARTMENT CHAIR(S): __________________________ DATE: 10/15/03

CLUSTER COORDINATOR: __________________________ DATE: 10/21/03

CHAIR, CLUSTER COORDINATORS: __________________________ DATE: __________

CHAIR, UNST COMMITTEE: __________________________ DATE: __________

All changes to Clusters must be approved by PSU's Senate Curriculum Committee.

PROPOSALS MUST BE RECEIVED AT UNIVERSITY STUDIES BY WED, OCT 31ST.